The document contains a list of women and men who have won various chess titles and championships from 1939 to 2017. It includes information on the winners, their titles, and the years they won. The text also mentions various chess events and championships, including the National Open and Women's Open championships. The document is organized in a table format with columns for the winner's name, title, year, and location of the event.

### USCF Presidents and Executive Directors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>President</th>
<th>Executive Directors (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1939-1952</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Ken Hanhness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953-1960</td>
<td>Frank Brady</td>
<td>Joe Reinhardt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960-1966</td>
<td>Joe Reinhardt</td>
<td>George DeFeis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966-1970</td>
<td>Martin Morrison</td>
<td>Gary Watters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970-1977</td>
<td>George Cunningham</td>
<td>Richard Meyerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-1987</td>
<td>Al Lawrence</td>
<td>Michael Casillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988-1996</td>
<td>Michael Casillo</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996-2000</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Dr. Barry Dulae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000-2002</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Bill Gochberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-2003</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Mark Perks (acting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-2004</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Ken Hanhness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-2005</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Frank Rothkugell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-2006</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>James Kehoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-2007</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>David Gurevich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-2008</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Fred Merz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008-2009</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Earl Stein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-2010</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Sam Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-2011</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Tim Mullen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-2012</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Tim Mullen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-2013</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Tim Mullen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-2014</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Tim Mullen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-2015</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Tim Mullen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Tim Mullen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-2017</td>
<td>Gary Spiering</td>
<td>Tim Mullen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### National Open Champions

The National Open Champions are listed from 1939 to 2017, with corresponding years and locations. The document also includes the Edmondson Cup winner for 2017.

### Women's Open

The Women's Open champions are listed from 1939 to 2017, including notable winners such as Arleen Burns, Martha Shugart, and Jennifer Shahade.

### U.S. Women's Championships

The U.S. Women's Championships are listed from 1939 to 2017, with champions such as Margarete Gerstenhauer, Barbara Fishbein, and Jennifer Shahade.

### 2017 Yearbook

The 2017 Yearbook includes an overview of the US Chess Federation's activities and achievements for the year 2017.

### US Chess.org

The US Chess.org website is mentioned, indicating the source of the document.

### National Open Champions

The National Open Champions are listed from 1939 to 2017, with corresponding years and locations. The document also includes the Edmondson Cup winner for 2017.

2017 Leroy Hill, Jr., Chas Watters Navy


U.S. CLASS CHAMPIONSHIP 1976 X: Andrew Karikis; A: James Gwyn; B: Michael Matthews; C: Daniel Bryant; D: Kevin Clark - 1977 X: Viktors Pupulis; A: James Ellis; B: Steven Feder- idson; C: Chris Ziele; D: Stephen Hampton & Paul Eisela; E: William McKevitt; U: Brad Hughes - 1978 M: Eugene Martynovski; X: Stephan Felman, Stephan Popel, Thomas Sloan, Lester Van Meter; A: Jeffie Hanner, Ramon Rivas; B: John Geder, James Jordan, Richard Lang, Marc Plum, Rodney Thurman; C: Kenneth Phillips, Edward Zywicki; D: James Michalek; E: Dexter Thompson; L: Angus Lamond - 1979 X: Bruce Albertson, Paul Espinosa, Louis Meruli, Sunil Weerramany; A: Zoltan Bartok, Edward Frumkin, Lawrence Nodderan, Alan Long, James Blythe, Roderick Eisten; B: C. Al Ramirez; D: Brian Schmitz; E: Michael Mai; U: Vaclav Kostelecky - 1980 M: Robert Rowley; X: John Hudson; A: Ted Bullockus; B: David Lommen; C: Paul Gareen, Gary Grifith; Druben Chavez; E: Miner Patton, Roger Redmond; U: Alan Avre - 1982 MX: Boris Kogan; A: Charles Sexton, David Schoffel, Alisa; B: M. Howard; D: Timothy Keiz; E: Tod Schrems, Gregor Handlack; U: Keith Brown; U: Simeon Ivanov; 1983 MX: Igor Ivanov; A: Zinovy Meyer; B: Kevin Pierce; C: Michella Adkins, Marcio Bartocci, Marco Ingenoso, Joseolito Riger; D: Robert Pinchott, Duane Rybensch; E: Sid Greede; U: Niv Gilboa, Peter Middel, Edward Tippins; 1984 M: Geoffrey Currey, Frank Roth; A: Allreza Shannin; B: Robert Gabriel; C: Tony Chen; D: Siamack Bondari; E: Dean Parsons; U: Harold Gude - 1985 M: Joel Benjamin, Art Bieguier, Brian Hartman; X: Randy Hough, Herman Avanillaitis; A: Brent Schwab, B: Anthony Westbrook, Cesar Catarula; J: Joel Karlin; D: David Matthews, John Moore; E: Tom Campbell - 1986 M/E: Dmitry Guriev; A: Hane Lee Abrams; B: Steve Steinhoucer; C: Jim Evans; D/E: Frank Elmore - 1987 M/E: Klaus Pohl; A: Jimmy Boykin, Larry Petroff; B: Craig Hanson; C: van Chester Wright; D/E: Ken Weiner - 1988 Open: Anatoly Volovich; A: Mihaly Szlock, Edward Cmorcuck, Thomas Cook; A: Zignant Blinzkas, Crawford Daniels; B: David Locke; C: John Schrott; D: Leo McQuade; E: Harold Rodeh; U: Sinclair Gray - 1989 M: Joel Benjamin; X: William Cornwall, Richard Bolton; A: Michael Foust; B: Joseph Looney; C: Robert Tucker; D/E: Dale Martin - 1990 M: Alexander Ivanov; X: Hans Mullthopp, Mark Dejnar, Walter Jordan, Phillip Larter; A: Brian Harper, S: Rhin; B: Scott Bent; C: Julian Ford; D: Evcerin Pask, S: Armyo; E: Michael Pereria, Adrian Patterson; U: Robert Arthurzha; 2012 M: Julio Sardura, Santa Barker, salvages Burd, C: Ernesto Malanze, Akash Malhotra, Udunayo Alboyle, E: Roxanne Mangual; C: Charles Ventimiglia, Dale Bird; D: Sibharsa Ranjara; E: Michael Minzer; Unrated: Yezopzhang, Jianzhi Wang - 2013 M: Andrey Golovan, E: Sasa Popovic, Jordan Cristian Chiha; X: Daniel J. Ny, Akash Malhotra, Arthur D. Mitchell, Christopher Todd Hobart; A: Michael David Ingran; B: Jie Liu; C: Karikeyin L; D: Cecilia Martine Tissieran; E: Albert Seen Yau; Unrated: Antonio Joao Alvarado-Rivera III - 2014 M: Ian Cristian Chiha; X: Gabriel James Bick, Trevor W. Ruang, C: Alexander Ivanov, Dhaherin; D: Kristjan Cireno, Chenyu Zhao; E: Anacam Jilan, Andy Cai, Alexkine Nouri; F: Ajay Chittumali; E: Michael Samuel Borg - 2015 M: Anthony Stokup, Jeffrey Xiong, Andrew Goroves; X: Nicholas F. Matta; A: Jonalud Baidjlo Daniel; B: Neilphail T; D: S; Andrew Scott Hudson, Dylan Traber Kaye; D: Albert Robert Stokup, Benjamin Hughes; E: Sasa Popovic, Unrated: Charles Adney Moore - 2016 M: Ziad Iordania; X: Chinguun Bayaraa, Justin Feng, Anay Somalwar; A: Manus Manu; B: Diviya Hasteer; C: Akshar Aiyer; D: Tal Gaffan, Calvin Truong Anh Nguyen, Masanaga Masanaga, RC: Erald Reiad; E: Samuel Wang, Archis Rishan Keshar, Catherine Renee Pasik, Sanya Badhe, Robert Chen; F: Winston Yeh; H: Amitbha Pal, L: Kannaya Vithuray; J: Richard Tran; K: Andrew Xiong - 2017 M: Jeffrey Xiong, Rulifeng Li; X: Ju Hyung Ahn, Peter Peng, Alaa-Addin Moussa, William G. Fan; A: James Erk Hargrove; B: Benjamg Yang; C: Minbho Bae; D: Xueyi Chen; E: Aafu Bouardry, H: Cameron Robert Braun Houston, Texas - November 2017
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TOP 50 CORRESPONDENCE PLAYERS
(from International Correspondence Chess Federation)

1. GM Ali Samavede Viezbicke 2597
2. GM Stephen E. Ham 2583
3. GM Daniel M. Fleetwood 2582
4. GM Tim Murray 2571
5. GM Jon Ozemak 2567
6. GM Dr. Jason Bokar 2559
7. Simon Jon Edwards 2527
8. SIM Bobby Johnson 2526
9. WM Wolford Morrow 2513
10. WIM Wieland Belka 2503
11. GM Carl S. Stiering 2499
12. SIM Kenneth Holoydey 2493
13. IM Wilbur Tsang 2492
14. SIM Dan Perry 2491
15. IM Harry Saul 2483
16. SIM Kenneth M. Reinhardt 2487
17. SIM Giaran OlHare 2470
18. GM Dr. Edward P. Duliba 2461
19. IM Wesley C. Green 2455
20. SIM Kristo S. Miettinen 2453
21. SIM Thomas Biermann 2451
22. IM Tony Kain 2449
23. GM Thomas Williams 2442
24. SIM Michael C. Proof 2441
25. IM Coryn Schakel 2438
26. Grayling V. Hill 2434
27. IM William E. Fuller 2431
28. SIM David R. Myers 2427
29. SIM John C. Knudsen 2425
30. CCM Larry Parsons 2423
31. CCM Angel Hernandez 2413
32. IM John Ballow 2411
33. CCM Daniel S. Woodall 2410
34. CCM Olivia Koo 2409
35. IM Cory Schakel 2409
36. IM Mehran Divanbaigizand 2407
37. IM Martin Stengelin 2406
38. CCM Eric Landres 2402
39. Gary Walters 2396
40. CCM Kyle Biermann 2390
41. C. O'Connell 2387
42. IM William Boucher 2383
43. CCM Dennis M. Doren 2382
44. CCE Edwin Meiners 2381
45. SIM Daniel Pariser 2378
46. SIM Dr. Michael Millstone 2376
47. Michael Brooks 2375
48. CCM Peter Daniels 2374
49. CCM John Dain Adams 2367
50. CCE Chris Lewis 2366

51. Peter S. Zaas 2365

52. AIRNOLD DENKER TOURNAMENT OF HIGH SCHOOL CHAMPIONS

U.S. GIRLS JUNIOR OPEN
2011 Rachel Gologorsky • 2012 Alexandra Weiner

GIRLS NATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Norfolk, Virginia • July-August 2017

NATIONAL SCHOLASTIC K-12 TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP

2003 K: American Paredes Elem. (TX); 1st: Collegeiate (NY); Phoenix Country Day Sch. (AZ); 2nd: American Paredes Elem. (TX); 3rd: Columbia Grammar (NY); 4th: Hunter College High Sch. (NY); 5th: PS 6 (NY); 6th: Hunter College High Sch. (NY); 7th: MS 118 (NY); 8th: IS 318 (NY); 9th: Hunter College High Sch. (NY); 10th: Franklin County High Sch. (VA); 11th: Gulliver School (FL), Evanston Township (IL); 12th: Glenbard West (IL); 13th: Barrington High School (IL); Collegiate: University of Texas at Dallas (TX) • 2004 K: Solomon Schacter Sch. Day Sch. (NY), West Sch. (CT); 1st: Grade: Danila (NV), 2nd: Grade: West Sch. (CT); 3rd: Hunter (NY); 4th: Sage Sch. (CT); 5th: Grade: Hathaway (NY); 6th: Vela Middle Sch. (TX); 7th: IS 318 (NY); 8th: Homer Hannan High Sch. (TX); 10th: Franklin County High Sch. (VA); 11th: Evanston Township High Sch. (IL); 12th: Evanston Township High Sch. (IL); Collegiate: University of Texas at Dallas (TX) • 2005 K: American Paredes Elem. (TX); 1st: Grade: Danila (NV), 2nd: Grade: Danila (NV); 3rd: Grade: Danila (NV); 4th: Grade: Danila (NV); 5th: Grade: Danila (NV); 6th: Grade: Danila (NV); 7th: Grade: Danila (NV); 8th: Grade: Danila (NV); 9th: Grade: Danila (NV); 10th: Grade: Danila (NV); 11th: Grade: Danila (NV); 12th: Grade: Danila (NV); Collegiate: University of Texas at Dallas (TX) • 2006 K: Oak Hall (FL); 1st: The Village Sch. (TX); 2nd: Hunter College Campus Sch. (NY); 3rd: Danila (NV); Hunter College Campus Sch. (NY); 4th: Danila (NV); 5th: PS 124 (NY); 6th: Liberty Middle Sch. (FL); 7th: Hunter College Campus Sch. (NY); 8th: T. H. Rogers (TX); 9th: Suncoast High Sch. (FL); 10th: Columbia Grammar (NY); 11th: Catalina Foothills High Sch. (AZ); 12th: Catalina Foothills High Sch. (AZ); Collegiate: University of Texas at Dallas (TX) • 2007 K: Oak Hall (FL); 1st: Hunter College Campus Sch. (NY); 2nd: Hunter College Campus Sch. (NY); 3rd: Danila (NV); Hunter College Campus Sch. (NY); 4th: Danila (NV); 5th: PS 124 (NY); 6th: Liberty Middle Sch. (FL); 7th: Hunter College Campus Sch. (NY); 8th: T. H. Rogers (TX); 9th: Suncoast High Sch. (FL); 10th: Columbia Grammar (NY); 11th: Catalina Foothills High Sch. (AZ); 12th: Catalina Foothills High Sch. (AZ); Collegiate: University of Texas at Dallas (TX) • 2008 K: Oak Hall (FL); 1st: Hunter College Campus Sch. (NY); 2nd: Hunter College Campus Sch. (NY); 3rd: PS 116 (NY); 4th: Hunter College Campus Sch. (NY); 5th: Hunter College Campus Sch. (NY); 6th: Pinecrest Sch. (FL); 7th: IS 318 (NY); 8th: IS 318 (NY); 9th: IS 318 (NY); 10th: IS 318 (NY); 11th: IS 318 (NY); 12th: IS 318 (NY);
Horace Mann (NY); 9th: Bergen County Academies (NJ); 10th: Gilbert High School (AZ), Bellarmine High School (TX); 11th: Bellarmine High School (TX); 12th: Columbus Alternative High School (OH) • 2000 K: The Village School (TX); 1st: Dalton (NY); 2nd: New Exponential Into Science, Technology and Math (NY); 3rd: Hunter College Campus School (NY); 4th: The Village School (TX); Columbia Grammar (NY); 5th: Horace Mann (NY); 6th: I.S. 318 (NY); 7th: I.S. 318 (NY); 8th: Canyon Vista Middle School (TX); 9th: Horace Mann (NY); 10th: Westwood (TX); 11th: Bronx High School of Science (NY); 12th: Bellarmine High School (TX), Westwood (TX) • 2010 K: Oak Hall (FL); 1st: Scioce Academy (NJ); 2nd: Dalton (NY); 3rd: Hunter College Campus School (NY); 4th: Stuart Hall School For Boys (LA), Scioce Academy (NJ), Joseph A. Williams Elementary School (FL); 5th: Regnant Elementary School (CA); 6th: I.S. 318 (NY); 7th: I.S. 318 (NY); 8th: I.S. 318 (NY); 9th: Oak Hall (FL); 1st: Hunter College Campus School (NY); 10th: Horace Mann (NY); 11th: Solomon Schechter (NY); 12th: Bronx High School of Science (NY) • 2011 K: Oak Hall (FL); 1st: Oak Hall (FL); 2nd: Scioce Academy (NJ), Columbia Grammar (NY); 3rd: Universal Academy (TX); 4th: Dalton (NY), Aspen Elementary (NM), Skaggs Elementary (TX); 5th: Greenbrier West Middle School (WV); Vista Middle School (TX); 7th: Hunter College Campus School (NY); 8th: I.S. 318 (NY); 9th: Catalina Foothills High School (AZ); 10th: Westwood (TX); 11th: Plano East High School (TX); 12th: Solomon Schechter (NY), University High School (CA) • 2012 K: Oak Hall (FL); 1st: Dalton School (NY); 2nd: Dalton School (NY), Columbia Grammar (NY); 3rd: Scioce Academy (NJ); 4th: Dalton School (NY); 5th: Greenbrier West High School (WV); 6th: Dalton School (NY); 7th: Kennedy Middle School (CA); 8th: I.S. 318 (NY); 9th: Stuyvesant High School (NY), Catalina Foothills High School (AZ); 10th: Catalina Foothills High School (AZ); 11th: Hanina High School (TX); 12th: Bronx Center for Science and Mathematics (NY) • 2013 K: Oak Hall (FL); 1st: College Academy (NY), Collegiate School (NY); 2nd: NEST+m School (NY); 3rd: Hunter College Campus School (NY); 4th: Scioce Academy (NJ); 5th: The Speyer Legacy School (NY); 6th: I.S. 318 (NY); 7th: I.S. 318 (NY); 8th: Basics Chandler (AZ); 9th: NEST+m School (NY); 10th: Stuyvesant HS (NY); 11th: Whitney Young High School (IL); 12th: P.S. 77 - Lower Lab School (NY); 2nd: Oak Hall (FL); 3rd: P.S. 41 (NY); 4th: Dalton (NY); 5th: P.S. 33 - Chelsea Preparatory (NY); 6th: Jericho Middle School (NY); 7th: I.S. 318 (NY); 8th: I.S. 318 (NY); 9th: Whitney Young High School (IL); 10th: Stuyvesant HS (NY); 11th: Redmond High School (WA); 12th: Stuyvesant HS (NY) • 2014 K: Oak Hall (FL); 1st: Collegiate School (NY); 2nd: Dalton (NY); 3rd: Dalton (NY); 4th: The Speyer Legacy School (NY); 5th: Dalton (NY); 6th: Dalton (NY); 7th: Horace Mann (NY); 8th: I.S. 318 (NY); 9th: Stuyvesant HS (NY); 10th: Whitney Young High School (IL); 11th: Millburn High School (NJ); 12th: Stuyvesant HS (NY) • 2015 K: Oak Hall (FL); 1st: College Academy (NY); 2nd: College Academy (NY), Oak Hall (FL); 3rd: Dalton (NY); 4th: Oak Hall (FL); 5th: P.S. 41 (NY); 6th: Dalton (NY); 7th: Hunter College Campus School (NY); 8th: David Drive Middle (NC); 9th: Stuyvesant HS (NY); 10th: South Miami Senior High School (FL); 11th: Whitney Young High School (IL); 12th: Christian Brothers Academy (NJ)
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2017 Tigran L. Petrosian
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • June-July 2017

PAL-AM CHAMPIONSHIPS


2018 Vladimir Belous
Greenboro, North Carolina • August 2017
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1979 MIT • 1980 University of Toronto • 1981 University of Toronto • 1982 University of Toronto • 1983 Yale • 1984 Columbia • 1985 Rhode Island College • 1986 Chicago, Harvard • 1987 Yale • 1988 University of Maryland Berkeley, Harvard • 1990 Harvard • 1991 University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign: High School; Matt Torn, Jennifer Skidmore, Aaron Wenger • 1992 University of Minnesota • 1993 Borough of Manhattan Community College • 1994 Borough of Manhattan Community College • 1995 Brooklyn College • 1996 University of Maryland Baltimore County • 1997 Borough of Manhattan Community College • 1998 University of Maryland Baltimore County • 1999 University of Maryland Baltimore County • 2000 University of Texas at Dallas University of Maryland Baltimore County • 2001 University of Maryland Baltimore County, University of Texas at Dallas • 2002 University of Maryland Baltimore County • 2003 University of Texas at Dallas, Team A • 2004 University of Texas at Dallas • 2005 University of Maryland Baltimore County-A • 2006 University of Texas at Dallas • 2007 University of Texas at Dallas, Team A • 2008 University of Texas at Dallas, Team B • 2009 University of Maryland Baltimore County • 2009 University of Maryland Baltimore County-A • 2010 University of Texas at Dallas, Team A • 2011 University of Texas at Dallas, Team A • 2012 University of Texas at Dallas, Webster University-B, University of Maryland, Baltimore County, Webster University-A, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign • 2013 Webster University A • 2014 Webster University A • 2015 Texas Tech-A, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley-A, Webster University-B, Columbia University-A • 2016 Webster University-B, Webster University-A

2017 Webster University-A
Columbus, Ohio • December 2017

AMERICAN WORLD CHAMPIONS

1987 WORLD YOUTH: 12 AND UNDER GIRLS
Yvonne Krawiec
San Juan, Puerto Rico • July 1987

1987 WORLD YOUTH: 10 AND UNDER
John Vioria
San Juan, Puerto Rico • July 1987

1987 WORLD YOUTH: 10 AND UNDER GIRLS
Sussan Urminkis
San Juan, Puerto Rico • July 1987

1990 WORLD YOUTH: 10 AND UNDER
Navrose Nur
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin • July 1990

2007 WORLD YOUTH: 12 AND UNDER GIRLS
Daniel Naroditsky
Antalya, Turkey • November 2007

2008 WORLD SENIOR
Larry Kaufman
Bad Zweisimmen, Germany • October 2008

2010 WORLD YOUTH: 18 AND UNDER
Steven Zierk
Holzkirchen, Greece • October 2010

2011 WORLD YOUTH: 8 AND UNDER
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uschess.org
CORRESPONDENCE CHESS

A great many players are active in tournaments run and rated by US Chess. Most popular is the annual Golden Knights Championship, a three-stage event, although US Chess offers several other options. You’ll find advertisements for these events in every issue of Chess Life. Many over-the-board players find that correspondence chess improves their play, and correspondence also appeals to those who for various reasons cannot play in over-the-board (OTB) tournaments. Correspondence chess is also played for its own value. There is no limit to the number of games one can have going at once. For further information, contact the Correspondence Chess Dept. at US Chess, P.O. Box 367, Sayre, PA 18840. The correspondence rating system is similar to the OTB system, and a written explanation is free on request (a stamped, self-addressed envelope is appreciated). Players who earn ratings over 2000 and have 25 or more games rated are issued special certificates. If you qualify and haven’t received one, please write to us.

International correspondence chess titles are awarded by the International Correspondence Chess Federation, an affiliate of FIDE. Titles are awarded for outstanding performance in ICCF-sponsored events.

U.S. CORRESPONDENCE CHAMPIONS


GOLDEN KNIGHTS CHAMPIONS


USCF ABSOLUTE CHAMPIONS


ELECTRONIC KNIGHTS CHAMPIONS


INTERNATIONAL TITLITS

FIDE awards titles for outstanding achievement in three areas of chess competition: Over-the-board play, correspondence play, and composition.

OVER-THE-BOARD PLAY

FIDE uses a complex but flexible formula to determine eligibility for over-the-board (OTB) titles. Basically the average rating of a qualifying event is used to determine how many points a titled player—a grandmaster for example—would be expected to make. Players who score that number of points achieve a “norm” toward that title. To earn a title, a player must make several such norms and fulfill other requirements, such as maintaining a minimum rating. The international arbiter title is awarded to tournament directors on the basis of applications submitted to FIDE.

GRANDMASTERS (GM)

Varuzhan Akobian • Lev Alburt • Babakul Annakov • Marc Arnold • Maurice Ashley • Julio Becerra Rilvero • Joel Benjamin • Par Benko • Vinay Bhat • Peter Bylaskas • Fabiano Caruana • Akshat Chandra • Larry Christiansen • Fidel Corrales Jimenez • Nick de Firmian • Mark Dvoretsky • Roman Dzindzichashvili • Jan Elietv • Sergey Erenburg • John Fordowicz • Benjamin Finegold • Alexander Fishbein • Joshua Friedel • Timur Gareyev • Alexander Golden • Plenier Gonzalez • Boris Guiko • Dmitry Gurevich • Ilya Gurevich • Ron Henley • Holdem Hernandez Camarote • Robert Hess • Conrado Holt • Robert Hungaski • George Ivanchuk • Ivor Jones • Gregory Kaidanov • Sata Kashiwagi • Lawrence Kaufman • Lubomir Kavalek • Mikhail Khachian • Jesse Kraai • Boris Kremen • Iris Kush • Sergey Kudrin • Anatoly Lain • Aleksandr Lenderman • Pulling Li • Avonder Liang • Mackenzie Molner • Eshan Moradiabadi • Hikaru Nakamura • Daniel Naiditsch • Igor Novikov • Alexander Onischuk • Semion Palatnik • Eugene Perelshteyn • Susan Polgar • Lawrence Yun • Ray Robson • Kenneth Rogoff • Michael Rohde • Gennadiy Sagalchik • Gabriel Schwartzman • Yasser Seirawan • Gregory Serper • Michael Sevian • Enrico Sevillano • Alexander Shestakov • Tal Shaked • Alexander Shankland • Miron Sher • AlexSherzer • Yury Shulman • Bryan Smith • Wesley So • Andrew Sofitis • Alexander Strupinsky • James Tarjan • Kayden Tremain • Ted Trotter • Michael Wilder • Patrick Wolff • Jeffery Xiong • Darwin Yang • Alex Yermolinsky • Gennadiy Zaichik • Yaroslav Zherebukh • Rasat Zitadinov

INTERNATIONAL MASTERS (IM)

Victor Adler • Lennart Alcain • Arman Ambartsumyan • Nilson Araujo • Peter Braun • Joel Banave • Thomas Bartell • John Bartholomew • Leonid Bass • Alexander Batsey • Mikhail Batyun • Salvius Becsor • Calvin Blocker • Andrei Blokhin • Michael Bockel • Jay Bonin • Safal Bora • Joseph M. Bradford • David Brodsky • Michael Brooks • Michael William Brown • John Daniel Bryant • John M. Burns • Ronald Buratt • Omar Cartagena • Nicholas Checa • Ted Clasen • Robert Costigan • Kong Liang Deng • Dorsa Dershadshahi • John Donaldson • Daniel Edelman • Tedegshen Erkinbat
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FIDE MASTERS (FM)
Nasser Abasii • Coby Acor • Robby Adamson • Charles Adelman • Harutyun Akopyan • Brian Allen • Bernard Anderson • Todd Andrews • Miles Aradian • Donny Arisk • David Arnett • Dalibor Asiala • Kevin Bachtel • Alex Balandin • Alexander Barrett • Paul Barton • David Bassett • Richard Bauer • Matthew Beeley • Noah Becher • Boris Belopol’sky • Michael Belousov • Matthew Bennett • Allan Bennett • Peter Bereolos • Alexander Botez • Ralph Betza • Alex Bien • John Bick • Rudy Blumenfeld • Andrew Boekhoff • Carl Boor • Miroslav Boskovic • Braden Bournival • David Bragg • Michael Braude • Steven Breckenridge • Thomas Browncombe • Jarod Bryan • Luis Busquets • Michael Casasila • Nelson Castaneda • Lawrence Chachere • Kapil Chandra • Christopher Chase • Nico Chasian • Xiao Cheng • Jonathan Chiang • Albert Chow • Richard Chow • Alexander Chris • Kasroor Chubukov • Jacob Chudnovsky • Joshua Cole • Curt Colyer • Wayne Conover • James M. Cottrell • Robin Cunningham • John Curdo • Ronald Cusay • Bakari Danso • Yuri Dautov • Alexander Dzhakhayev • Fotis • Nicco De Silva • Jim Dean • Ben Dean-Kawamura • Karl Dehnert • Victor Delgado • Bradley Denton • Zivador Djuric • Konstantin Dolgstein • Svatoslav Dobranov • Jason R. Dose • Anatoly Dorerzots • Ralph Dubisch • Eduard Duchovny • William Dudley • Alex Dunne • Dan Durham • Jim Eddie • Doug Eckert • Dmitry Eidelman • Gene Eley • Peter Erdelyi • Michael Feinstein • Steven Feldman • Migeo Fenge • Roland Feng • Leonid Filatov • Valeriy Frankelvych • Joseph Friedman • Jacob Furfine • Charles A. Galofre • Stanislav Garber • Paola Garret • Eugeny Gersov • David Gertler • Alex Getz • Shelby D. Getz • Sanjay Ghetti • Peter Giannatocchi • Lawrence Gidden • Morris Gleis • David Glueck • William Goichberg • Mitchell Goldberg • Ryan Goldenberg • Isay Golyay • Sergei Goregadel • Dov Gorman • Aleshia Gorin • John Gort • Jonathan Green • Steven Green • Sergiu Grunian • David W. Grego • Kyron Griffith • Christopher Gu • Kazim Guermal • Arthur Guo • Earl C. Hall • Warren Harper • Matt J. Hassell • Keith Hayward • Anthony He • Tommy He • Mark Helman • Jose Gabriel Hernandez Torres • Charles Horton • Matthew Holmstrom • Lisa Hoffmann • John C. Hoggatt • Gado Hooftman • Alok Hora • Sharmila Howard • Tyler B. Hughes • Brian Hulte • Patrick Hummel • Takashi Iwamoto • Burt Izmukawa • Steve Jacobi • John N. Jacobs • Jon Jacobs • Aaron Jacobson • Brandon Jacobson • Ardash Javakumar • Krishnan Jhunjhunwala • Lada Jasequences • Leonard J. Johnson • Stephen L. Jones • Daniel Joneshans • Sandeep Joshua • Engin H. Kaba • Oleg Kakh • Gennady Kaminys • George Francis Kano • Andrew Karklin • Jeffrey Kastner • Leonid Kaushansky • Valentin Kavatsyni • Adrian Keating-Clay • Dmitry Kedryk • William Kelleher • Joey Kelly • Richard Kelso • Jeffrey A. Kent • Yoon-Young Kim • Erez Klein • Lawrence Klein • Mike Klein • John C. Koenig • Paul Kolniko • Paul Koenig • Ashok Konar • Arvind Kulkari • Nikhar Kumar • Ralph Lo Flia • Fabio La Rota • Chris K. Land • Julian W. Landway • Michael Langer • Kenneth Larsen • Matthew Larsen • Andrew Lee • Bruce W. Leverett • David Levin • Louis Levy • Ben Lu • Ehtan Li • Dechay Lin • Fred Lindsay • John Livshitz • Aristo Lu • Elliott Lu • William B. Longren • Marco Lorenzi • Bruce Lopez • Albert Lu • Maximiillian Liu • Vlado Liperic • James Mak • Craig Mar • Gregory Markzon • Marcel Martinez • John McCarthy • Danny McClain • Doug McCloot • Alisa Melekhina • Boris Men • John Meyer • Ervin R. Middleton • Slava Mikhaluk • Jovan Mitic • Marcus Miyazaki • Demina Moncouresse • Matthew Morris • William Morrison • Ali Moshref • Moses Moshof • R. Singleton • Illy • Alex Nager • Olej M. Nair • Hans Nien • Martin Nien • Alex Nigay • Naverse Farh Niu • Carino Pangan • David Parsons • Peter Petts • David Peng • Mikhail Perel’yanov • Ignacio Perez • Fatemeh Peter • Gabriel Peteschi • Mark Pinto • Aeron Peton • Alan Pollard • Orest Popovich • Ryan W. Porter • Leaf Pressman • Boris Privman • Andrew Rabibravich • Nick Raptis • Cyrus Razavi • John Readay • Boris Reichstein • Tony Rezza • Nathan Resika • Robert Reynolds • Michael Allen Reznikov • Charles Riordan • Mark Ritter • Eric Rodriguez • Norman Rodgers • David C. Roper • Robert Rowley • Lewy Rozman • Daniel Rozevski • Rodion Rubenchik • Corey Russell • Richard Russell • Magnus Rubinstein • John S. Rup • Chao Shang • Trung Nguyen • Hans Nien • Martin Nien • Alex Nigay • Naverse Farh Niu • Carino Pangan • David Parsons • Peter Petts • David Peng • Mikhail Perel’yanov • Ignacio Perez • Fatemeh Peter • Gabriel Peteschi • Mark Pinto • Aeron Peton • Alan Pollard • Orest Popovich • Ryan W. Porter • Leaf Pressman • Boris Privman • Andrew Rabibravich • Nick Raptis • Cyrus Razavi • John Readay • Boris Reichstein • Tony Rezza • Nathan Resika • Robert Reynolds • Michael Allen Reznikov • Charles Riordan • Mark Ritter • Eric Rodriguez • Norman Rodgers • David C. Roper • Robert Rowley • Lewy Rozman • Daniel Rozevski • Rodion Rubenchik • Corey Russell • Richard Russell • Magnus Rubinstein • John S. Rup • Chao Shang • Trung Nguyen • Hans Nien • Martin Nien • Alex Nigay • Naverse Farh Niu • Carino Pangan • David Parsons • Peter Petts • David Peng • Mikhail Perel’yanov • Ignacio Perez • Fatemeh Peter • Gabriel Peteschi • Mark Pinto • Aeron Peton • Alan Pollard • Orest Popovich • Ryan W. Porter • Leaf Pressman • Boris Privman • Andrew Rabibravich • Nick Raptis • Cyrus Razavi • John Readay • Boris Reichstein • Tony Rezza • Nathan Resika • Robert Reynolds • Michael Allen Reznikov • Charles Riordan • Mark Ritter • Eric Rodriguez • Norman Rodgers • David C. Roper • Robert Rowley • Lewy Rozman • Daniel Rozevski • Rodion Rubenchik • Corey Russell • Richard Russell • Magnus Rubinstein • John S. Rup • Chao Shang • Trung Nguyen • Hans Nien • Martin Nien • Alex Nigay • Naverse Farh Niu • Carino Pangan • David Parsons • Peter Petts • David Peng • Mikhail Perel’yanov • Ignacio Perez • Fatemeh Peter • Gabriel Peteschi • Mark Pinto • Aeron Peton • Alan Pollard • Orest Popovich • Ryan W. Porter • Leaf Pressman • BorisPrivman • Andrew Rabibravich • Nick Raptis • Cyrus Razavi • John Readay • Boris Reichstein • Tony Rezza • Nathan Resika • Robert Reynolds • Michael Allen Reznikov • Charles Riordan • Mark Ritter • Eric Rodriguez • Norman Rodgers • David C. Roper • Robert Rowley • Lewy Rozman • Daniel Rozevski • Rodion Rubenchik • Corey Russell • Richard Russell • Magnus Rubinstein • John S. Rup • Chao Shang • Trung Nguyen • Hans Nien • Martin Nien • Alex Nigay • Naverse Farh Niu • Carino Pangan • David Parsons • Peter Petts • David Peng • Mikhail Perel’yanov • Ignacio Perez • Fatemeh Peter • Gabriel Peteschi • Mark Pinto • Aeron Peton • Alan Pollard • Orest Popovich • Ryan W. Porter • Leaf Pressman • Boris Privman • Andrew Rabibravich • Nick Raptis • Cyrus Razavi • John Readay • Boris Reichstein • Tony Rezza • Nathan Resika • Robert Reynolds • Michael Allen Reznikov • Charles Riordan • Mark Ritter • Eric Rodriguez • Norman Rodgers • David C. Roper • Robert Rowley • Lewy Rozman • Daniel Rozevski • Rodion Rubenchik • Corey Russell • Richard Russell • Magnus Rubinstein • John S. Rup • Chao Shang • Trung Nguyen • Hans Nien • Martin Nien • Alex Nigay • Naverse Farh Niu • Carino Pangan • David Parsons • Peter Petts • David Peng • Mikhail Perel’yanov • Ignacio Perez • Fatemeh Peter • Gabriel Peteschi • Mark Pinto • Aeron Peton • Alan Pollard • Orest Popovich • Ryan W. Porter • Leaf Pressman • Boris Privman • Andrew Rabibravich • Nick Raptis • Cyrus Razavi • John Readay • Boris Reichstein • Tony Rezza • Nathan Resika • Robert Reynolds • Michael Allen Reznikov • Charles Riordan • Mark Ritter • Eric Rodriguez • Norman Rodgers • David C. Roper • Robert Rowley • Lewy Rozman • Daniel Rozevski • Rodion Rubenchik • Corey Russell • Richard Russell • Magnus Rubinstein • John S. Rup • Chao Shang • Trung Nguyen • Hans Nien • Martin Nien • Alex Nigay • Naverse Farh Niu • Carino Pangan • David Parsons • Peter Petts • David Peng • Mikhail Perel’yanov • Ignacio Perez • Fatemeh Peter • Gabriel Peteschi • Mark Pinto • Aeron Peton • Alan Pollard • Orest Popovich • Ryan W. Porter • Leaf Pressman • Boris Privman • Andrew Rabibravich • Nick Raptis • Cyrus Razavi • John Readay • Boris Reichstein • Tony Rezza • Nathan Resika • Robert Reynolds • Michael Allen Reznikov • Charles Riordan • Mark Ritter • Eric Rodriguez • Norman Rodgers • David C. Roper • Robert Rowley • Lewy Rozman • Daniel Rozevski • Rodion Rubenchik • Corey Russell • Richard Russell • Magnus Rubinstein • John S. Rup • Chao Shang • Trung Nguyen • Hans Nien • Martin Nien • Alex Nigay • Naverse Farh Niu • Carino Pangan • David Parsons • Peter Petts • David Peng • Mikhail Perel’yanov • Ignacio Perez • Fatemeh Peter • Gabriel Peteschi • Mark Pinto • Aeron Peton • Alan Pollard • Orest Popovich • Ryan W. Porter • Leaf Pressman • Boris Privman • Andrew Rabibravich • Nick Raptis • Cyrus Razavi • John Readay • Boris Reichstein • Tony Rezza • Nathan Resika • Robert Reynolds • Michael Allen Reznikov • Charles Riordan • Mark Ritter • Eric Rodriguez • Norman Rodgers • David C. Roper • Robert Rowley • Lewy Rozman • Daniel Rozevski • Rodion Rubenchik • Corey Russell • Richard Russell • Magnus Rubinstein • John S. Rup • Chao Shang • Trung Nguyen • Hans Nien • Martin Nien • Alex Nigay • Naverse Farh Niu • Carino Pangan • David Parsons • Peter Petts • David Peng • Mikhail Perel’yanov • Ignacio Perez • Fatemeh Peter • Gabriel Peteschi • Mark Pinto • Aeron Peton • Alan Pollard • Orest Popovich • Ryan W. Porter • Leaf Pressman • Boris Privman • Andrew Rabibrach...
FIDE INSTRUCTOR (FI)
WMF Chouchankin Airapetian • WGM Camilla Baginskaitė • John Buky • Joseph Conceptone Calipatal • Michael Ciaramarri • FM Niro De Silva • Daniel DeLuca • FM Zvovad Djuric • Raymond Duque • Gregory Kao • Alexander Kim • Mikhail Koganov • Robert Lazorchak • David MacEnulty • Sean Mennis • WGM Katerina Nemcova • Frank Niro • Adia Onyango • Tony Pabon • Cornellus Rubu samen • Paolo Santanna • Juan Tica • Anatoly Tonkonogoy • Battal Khan Tasendorj • Daniel Vulls • F. Leon Wilson

DEVELOPMENTAL INSTRUCTOR (DI)
Stacey Banks • Susan Berger • Derick Bryant • GM Nick de Firmian • IM John Donaldson • Paul Grossman • Jon Haskel • David Heiser • Eric Heiser • S.E. Henderson • Harry Heublum • Alice Holt • GM Melikeet Khadija • J. A. Richard Lewis • Tony Martinez • Shawn Martinez • Dale Miller • Jaafar Mohsin • John Morgan • Ivonne Mykytin • Jerry Nash • Medina Parrilla • Jayashree Sekar • Alexander Veikler

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZERS (IO)
Michael Akina • James Barry • Frank Brady • Edward Stevens Boyd • FM William Grogg • Francisco Guadalupe • Ankit Gupta • Jon Haskel • Steve Immitt • Mikhail Kooranen • Thomas Langland • WIM Beatriz Marinello • GM Semion Palatnik • Tony Rich • L. Thad Rogers • Sophia Rohde • Lazy Rust • Luis Salinas • FM Eric Schiller • Patricia Smith

If you would like more info on FIDE, please check their website at FIDE.com.

CORRESPONDENCE GRANDMASTERS
Hans Jack Barlin • Dr. Jason Boker • Joseph A. DeMauro • Dr. Edward P. Duliba • Daniel M. Fleetwood • Stephen E. Harr • Jon Hauser • D. V. Palciauskas • John C. Timm • Alk S. Zilberberg

CORRESPONDENCE INTERNATIONAL MASTERS
Gary Abram • Anthony Albano • Wayne W. Balandtynye • John Ballow • William Boucher • Joseph E. Callaway • John Petratto • Wayne Conover • Robert G. Cross • Karl Dehmelt • Mehran Divanbargyazade • Rene P. du Cret • Christopher Van Dyck • Douglas D. Eckert • David J. Eisen • Robert N. Fass • Igor Foygel • William E. Fuller • Bart F. Gibbons • Eddy Golyak • Steve Grant • Wesley Green • Keith Hayward • H. W. Hickman • Robert M. Jackson • Graig Jones • Craig Jones • John Kalish • Spencer R. Kel • Edgarozo V. Limayo • Marc Long • William Maillard • Michael Melts • John R. Menke, Sr. • J. Moussessian • Cesar Murstain • Eric Ostoun • Prof. R. I. Reynolds • Robert Rizzo • Keith Rodriguez • Alan G. Savage • Corky Schakal • James Skaels • Dr. Martin Stangelin • Hisham N. Sunna • Eric Tangborn • Dr. S. Tannert • Paul L. Thompson • Jeffrey L. Tighman • William Tsang • Alan L. Watson • Thomas Williams • Dr. Walter Wood

CORRESPONDENCE INTERNATIONAL LADIES MASTERS
Gina Lo Sasso • Christine Rosfield

CORRESPONDENCE SENIOR INTERNATIONAL MASTERS
Weland Belka • Thomas Biedermann • Wesley T. Brandon • Richard S. Callaghan • Richard A. Cayford • Jon Edwards • Kevin W. Embrey • Kenneth Holroyd • Keith Holzmeuller • Bobby Johnson • Stephen L. Jones • John Krudsen • Gary L. Kubach • Jerry Meyer • Kristo Mettinen • Michael Millstone • Woffit Morrow • Timothy Murray • David R. Myers • Ciaran O’Hare • Dr. Anotole Parnas • N. Eric Pedersen • Dan Perry • Michael C. Prout • Kenneth M. Reinhart • Christopher T. Sergel • Dr. Carl L. Seifring • Barry Weisskopf • Prof. Max Zavaneli

CORRESPONDENCE CHESS MASTERS
Angel Hernandez • Harry Ingersoll

CORRESPONDENCE CHESS EXPERT
John Dari Adams

CORRESPONDENCE INTERNATIONAL ARBITERS
D. R. Adamson • Bryce Avery • Tom Biedermann • Dr. T. Bullock • J. Franklin Campbell • Maurice Carter • T. Dougherty • Grayling Hill • A. A. Jones • B. Kopchin • Michael Millstone • K. Rodriguez • J. Skeats • Wesley Underwood • A. Wright • Prof. M. Zavaneli

For more information on ICCF, write to ICCF-US, 380 K Street, Brawley, CA 92227, or e-mail bied26@gmail.com.

COMPOSITION
Titles for composers of chess problems and endgame studies are overseen by RIDE’s Permanent Commission for Chess Composition. The commission periodically issues albums of composers’ best pieces. A composer receives points for each problem and endgame chosen for an album. Twenty-five-point scores are needed for an international master title, 70 for a grandmaster title.

GRANDMASTER FOR CHESS COMPOSITION
None

INTERNATIONAL MASTER FOR CHESS COMPOSITION
Richard Becker • Pal Banko • George Sphicas

INTERNATIONAL JUDGE FOR CHESS COMPOSITION
David Brown • Robert Burger • Newman Gutman • Mike Prox • Eugene Rosner

FIDE MASTER FOR CHESS COMPOSITION
Robert Burger • Mark Kirtley • Thomas Volet

SOVLET
These titles are awarded by the Society of U.S. Chess Problemists. StrateGems solvers can gain titles real fast. They publish over one hundred original quarterly and solvers are eligible to solve any number they want. See www.strategems.net.

Master Solvers: Robert J. Bates Jr. • Paul Binbaum • Ted Brandhorst • David Dana-Beahn • Kenneth Davenport • Matthew Dickey • Richard Finkel • Barry Keith • Eugene Levin • William Longren • Eloy Martineo • Stephanos Pantazis • Martin Rubin • Peter Szuwz

US Expert Solvers: Walter Anthony • Gabriel Ballin • Todd Barre • Ladislav Belcaski • John Blood • Albert Bobb • Joseph Bohac • Edward Boyle • Brad Bradford • Donald Burden • Victor Burdick • Renato Casalino • Gennaro Cozzolino • K.A. Czernicki • Rob deFonse • Jerry De Gattis • Karl Deibler • Steven Dowd • Dunn Dunny • William Fraser • Anthony Friedman • David Funston • Geoff Gavdun • J.H. Grosland • Anotole Parnas • Fletcher Gross • Charles Harmash • Bruce Johnson • Frederick Kagan • Harry Kalatst • Edward Knighton • Thomas Langland • Maurice Leysens • Martin Lubell • David P. Lynn • Alex Markvitch • Dan Maxwell • Monte McClure • Terry McMannus • Ryan McCracken • T. Louis Meaker • Martin Moskelow • David Moulton • Jacob Nienchenok • Mario Pachajosa • Jose Antonio Pagan • Stanley Perlo • Joseph Rettem • David Robinson • Thur Row • Paul Salem • Paul Sayre • Herbert Seidman • Ricky Shepherd • Jerry Slivich • Alwin Sopuncan • William Sprague • Daron Stauvers • Dr. David Steinberg • Paul Steiner • Hisham Sunna • Tony Tamvakis • Robin Taylor • Donald Thompson • Row Thur • Yefim Treger • Gary Ware • Dennis Williams • Robert Williams • Sidney Zarkin

USCF TITLES

OVER-THE-BOARD PLAY
The Tournament Life section of Chess Life lists hundreds of tournaments each month in varying formats—standard chess, quick chess, blitz chess—something for everyone. If you’re new to competitive chess, be sure to see “Information for Organizers, TDs, and Affiliates” and “Information for Players” online at main.uschess.org/go/tlinfo.

Over-the-board (OTB) ratings are calculated by computer using a complex formula. An explanation of the system is available through a link on the US Chess website. Players who earn OTB ratings over 2200 are issued certificates to recognize their achievement. If you qualify for a certificate but have not received one, please write us. Here are the rating classes:

Senior Master 2400 & above
Master 2200-2399
Expert 2000-2199
Class A 1800-1999
Class B 1600-1799
Class C 1400-1599
Class D 1200-1399
Class E 1000-1199
Class F 800-999
Class G 600-799
Class H 400-599
Class I 200-399
Minimum Rating 100

MASTERS EMERITUS
THE MASTER EMERITUS title is a special honor awarded to players, now for the most part inactive, who led distinguished chess careers before the institution of the US Chess rating system. Current ratings of Masters Emeritus are published if they are below 2200, in which case 2200 is the rating used for pairing and reporting purposes.

Armando Buccolo, Sr.

US CHESS AWARDS

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
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USCHESS REPRESENTATIVES TO FIDE
Delegate: Michael Khodarkovsky, mkhodarkovsky@yahoo.com • Zonal President: Ruth Haring, rtharing@gmail.com

HOW TO STAY IN TOUCH
US Chess members are part of a nationwide network. To find other chess players in your area, send us a stamped, self-addressed envelope and request any of these special lists. • STATE ORGANIZATIONS: Contacting your state organization is the best way to find chess competition in your area. Many states have active organizations sponsoring official championship and publishes newsletters and magazines for members. • CHESS MAGAZINES: Everything from local club newsletters to general-interest magazines regularly published in the United States. • CHESS CLUBS: The addresses of chess clubs in your area. • TOURNAMENT CLEARINGHOUSES: If you direct tournaments, you should check your tournament dates with the clearinghouse in your area. This list is on the US Chess website: www.uschess.org.

START YOUR OWN CHESS CLUB
If there is no chess club in your area, you don’t despair. Anyone can learn to run tournaments and send the results in for rating. Chess clubs or individuals can become affiliates of US Chess for $40 a year. For information or advice about starting a club in your area, write to US Chess at PO Box 3967, Crossville, TN 38557. Affiliates may list their US Chess-rated events in Chess Life. For more information, request a free copy of “T&L” (Tournaments & Lessons), which explains how announcements are submitted.

STATE ORGANIZATIONS
Your state organization may offer such services as: a state publication, state championships, and tournament sponsorship/coordination. Joining your state organization can bring you great benefits in
chess involvement. You may also be interested in receiving the publication of a nearby state's organization: write for specific information to the one(s) that interests you.


**2017 STATE CHAMPIONS**


**STATE CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS**

2006 California, Northern: Sam Shankland

**CHESS PUBLICATIONS**

Many of the publications listed here are produced by state associations or other than state affiliates. For example, the Regional section lists club newsletters and similar items. For a list of official state publications, see the State Associations lists. Journalists are asked to help keep our files up to date by sending samples of their work at least every three months. These lists are revised throughout the year and we welcome additions to U.S. Chess members or requests for more information. Requests for sample copies should be accompanied by $1. Reips are the responsibility of the individual editors.

**POSTAL**

Chess Correspondent: http://www.chessbyemail.com/cgc.html • NOSTaglia - The Knights of the Square Table (NOST) is an interesting and congenial group whose members appeared to be joined by their common love of chess, chess variants and other games. It’s the only U.S. postal organization that has a well-attended annual convention where members bring their families for a week of fellowship and fun. This friendly feeling clearly comes through when reading their bimonthly magazine. It’s a mix of friendly banter, chess and other games along with the usual reporting of club activities. If this sounds attractive to you, don’t subscribe … join the organization. If you don’t care for this style then stick to the magazines above. I suspect that many NOST members play in other “more serious” clubs and read their magazines but that they feel most at home with NOST. 
CHESS CAMPERS enjoy three different Chess Camps, which are scheduled from June 4 to 8 and July 9 to 13. Each camp provides participants with a unique chess experience, tailored to their skill level and age group. The camps are designed to improve students' chess skills through a combination of instruction, practice, and fun.}

CHESS CAMPERS can sign up for CHESS CAMP 2017 at www.castlechess.org or call us at 901.276.4663. For more information and to register, visit the website www.chesscamp.org.

SUMMER 2018 – KUMBAYA CHESS-ED CAMPS
Our summer chess camps help children expand their chess knowledge for greater success with their own games. Professional teachers will provide a high-level instruction. Inclusion will include understanding of opening theory, middle game tactics and planning, and end game combinations so to move each student to a new level of expertise. Each student will be observed and have supervised game time and feedback. Register TODAY at www.2018KUMBAYACHESSCAMPS.EVENTBEE.COM.

CHESS-Ed is the premier provider of school chess enrichment classes and the sponsor of Kumbaya tournaments, workshops and summer camps. Through chess we also teach and develop skills that last a lifetime: analytical and critical thinking skills, decision making, responsibility for choices, focus, patience and problem solving, and more.

- Offering two locations - 1-week each with part-day and full-day options.

JUNE 11-15 PARK RIDGE: St. Luke’s Lutheran Church in Park Ridge at 205 N. Prospect.
JUNE 25-29 CHICAGO: Edgebrook Lutheran Church in Chicago at 5252 W. Devon.

REGISTRATION FEES:
Discounted Fee: ENDS 5/1/18: $190 - Morning (9-11:30 am) or Afternoon (12:30-3 pm) $380 - All Day (9-9 pm)
Final Fee: BEGINS 5/2/18: $240 - Morning (9-11:30 am) or Afternoon (12:30-3 pm) $430 - All Day (9-9 pm)
Fees include: Materials, Snacks and T-shirts.
Please bring water and if staying for the full-day program bring a peanut free lunch.

To learn more about Chess-Ed, please visit us at www.chess-ed.com. Questions? Contact us at: info@chess-ed.com and include the camp name/date on the subject line.

18th Annual Castle Chess Camp, June 17-22, 2018, at Emory University in Atlanta, GA. Castle Chess Camp is a nationally renowned program of chess instruction featuring some of the strongest scholastic players and top ranked instructors in the nation. Our regular staff of instructors includes GM’s Varuzhan Akopian, Julio Becerra, John Fedorowicz, Irina Krush, Daniel Naroditsky, Magesh Panchanathan, and Gregory Serper, many of whom are expected to be back with us for 2018. The camp is followed by the Castle Chess Grand Prix tournament (G/120, d/10), June 22-24, offering $13,500 in guaranteed prizes.

Castle Chess Camp is instructive, rewarding, and it’s a lot of fun, but it’s not for everyone. We are a full immersion experience, with chess literally from early morning until after sunset. It requires not only chess skills, but a certain amount of stamina. For that reason no campers under age 10 will be accepted. There is also a minimum USCF rating required. Camp always fills up early, so be sure to register early. For more information please visit our website, www.castlechess.org or email info@castlechess.org.

Caveman Chess Camp - Chicago

Five Sections Tailored to Adult & Youth Campers of All Ages
June 17 – 22, North Central College, Naperville, IL – less than 30 minutes from O’Hare airport

Limited to the first 125 registrants!

Caveman Chess Camp is tailor to provide the best chess experience to each camper, from novice through master, youth through adult. Its instructors are recognized as some of the most experienced and finest instructors in the country, not just as strong chess players.

The camp provides five solid days of chess instruction, including two simul, and several evening chess and non-chess activities. Depending on the student’s needs, the camp provides superb chess instruction along with fun events to keep the campers fresh, or alternatively additional masterly instruction for the campers looking for the most intense experience.

We can’t summarize all of our important features in this space, but here are some key features – please visit our website at www.cavemanchess.com to learn more.

Key Features:
• Camp sections tailored to adults and youth students
• Opening night simul with class instructor provides mutual introductions and ensures students are in the "best-fit" class
• Daily "championship tournament" game followed by instructor analysis
• Three classes of chess instruction per day with breaks in addition to meal breaks
• Evening events include: sports, blitz chess, baghouse, quick chess
• Evening chess lectures by Grandmasters for advanced students; topics at search www.caveman chess.com "Lecture."
• The Survivor Simul on Friday morning - which many have described as the unique and fun chess event at any camp
• Individual evaluations and feedback for students on Friday along with the closing ceremonies
• Highly experienced instructional staff considered not only top players, but among the top instructors in the country
• Experienced campers often refer to us as the “chessiest” of the national caliber camps
• North Central campus includes modern teaching facilities
• Naperville is considered one of the best places to live in the United States

The camp sections include:
• Chess Exploration, our core camp for campers of all ages
• Intensive Study-Adult Fundamentals for the novice to mid-level adult (only)
• Intensive Study-Youth for the experienced Youth player rated 1500 or up to the highest levels
• Intensive Study-Adult for the experienced Adult (of any level) or very serious youth student rated 1700 and up
• Intensive Study-Master Class for the very serious student rated 2000 and up
• 2018 instructors include GM Gregory Kaidanov, GM Alex Yermolinsky, GM Yury Shulman, GM Alex
Goldin, WGM Camilla Baginskaite, FM/FT Kevin Bachler. Additional staff will be added as needed. For more information on Caveman Chess or to register, see www.cavemanchess.com or our Facebook page - search on “Caveman Chess.”

For questions contact:
Kevin_Bachler@cavemanchess.com

*Final placement in any section or class is up to camp instructional staff. Campers are placed in classes based on many criteria, including strength, age, gender, general make-up of class, experience of instructor, experience of student(s) and other factors. The goal is to obtain the best fit to maximize the potential for learning.

International Chess Academy "Grand Master Camp" Under GM Alexander Stripunsky.

Running for seven weeks from 6/18/2018 to 8/24/2018 (see dates here), Mondays through Fridays from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (residential option is available)

Daily activities include: Five hours of chess training with GM Alex Stripunsky, one hour of tennis with professional tennis instructors, blitz tournaments and soccer match every night.

For any questions: call / e-mail Diana Tulman 201-797-0330/diana@ic.acanet.net

Register On-line: https://ica.jumble.com/ICACamps 2018/Stripunsky/GrandMasterCamp (early bird expires on May 1st)

International Chess Academy "Scholastic Chess Camp" with WGM Tatiana Grabuzova.

10 Weeks from 6/18/2018 to 8/24/2018. Our longest running camp provides younger school children the opportunity to experience the joy of competitive chess, and the insane off the wall fun of summer.

Mondays through Fridays from 9 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., – half day; or 9 a.m to 5 p.m – full day. We offer a 5:1 student – teacher / instructor ratio, prizes and trophies for tournaments and various (including sports!) competitions, camp T-shirts and maddening levels of FUN! On-going chess tournaments (USCF rated) every afternoon. For more information and previous years’ pictures and reports, visit our website: www.ca.chesscamp.com.

For any questions: call / e-mail Diana Tulman 201-797-0330/diana@ic.acanet.net

Register on-line: https://ica.jumble.com/#/ica_camps (early bird expires on March 31st)

International Chess Academy "Master Camp" Under Master Sergey Grabuzov.

Running for seven weeks from 7/9/2018 to 8/24/2018, Mondays through Fridays from 9 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. For students rated 1200, and higher. The training camp offers class level players the opportunity to accelerate their development towards becoming expert level players. Serge has trained at least 5 individual players to GM strength and is a graduate and senior faculty member at the Russian State university of physical education. Daily activities include: Five hours of chess training, sports, blitz, and classical time control tournaments.

For any questions: call / e-mail Diana Tulman 201-797-0330/diana@ic.acanet.net

Register on-line: https://ica.jumble.com/ICACamps 2018/MasterCamp_51 (early bird expires on April 30th)

Chess Max Academy

Check out www.dlugy.com to reserve your camp weeks!!!

Summer Camps at Chess Max Academy

Reserve early and save!!! 20% 

Eight weeks of Summer Camps

Week 1: June 25th - 29th 

Week 2: July 9th -13th

Week 3: July 16th - 20th

Week 4: July 23rd - 27th

Week 5: (!) A Week with world champion Anatoly Karpov August 6th-10th

Week 6: August 13-17

Week 7: August 20-24

Week 8: August 27-31

• Non-Karpov weeks: $750 including lunch, free book and prizes.

• Anatoly Karpov week: $2000

• 20% off on any camp if reserved and paid for by March 1, 2018.

• 10% Siblings discount for second participant.

Camp Description:
The camps will take place at Chess Max Academy at 423 East 81st Street, or in case reaching capacity 2-3 blocks away at a nearby location. Please call 917-930-8840 to get all the info.

Drop off time for all camps is 8:30 am, Pick up time for all camps is 5:30pm.

Schedule:

8:30 - 9:15 am free play, 9:15am 11:00am GM lecture on middlegame theme.

11:00am 12:15pm contests, 12:15pm 1:15pm Lunch (pizza served).

1:15pm 4pm Rated Play, 4pm 5:30 pm Game Analysis

Approximate daily Anatoly Karpov Camp Schedule:

8:30 - 9:15 am free play, 9:15am 12:00pm Karpov Analyzes Players Games

12:00 pm Lunch, 1pm 3:15pm Karpov shows his games/Plays blitz with participants

3:15 pm 5:30pm Contests/ Rated Play/Free play

Chess Max Academy, 423 East 81st street, Unit B.

Tel: 917-930-8840.

Email: maximi@lugy.com

Fun and Training™ Chess Camp: July 2-6 at Multiple Locations in New York City - full, half, and extended day options

Chess NYC’s policy of “Chess Should Be Fun” truly prevails for these cool days of Fun & Training™ Camp! From Chess Leaders to Grand Masters, these Camps are sure to captivate, motivate and generate chess players. Each child will receive as much Chess time as they like while enjoying mind clearing fun, cooling and break opportunities. Three hours of Chess activities are threaded through each full 8 hour day and outdoor fun, water play, sports, and other activities help balance out a child’s day. From absolute beginners to advanced players, Chess NYC’s philosophy is to engage each child on their individual level and appetite to play.

Five Locations!

Village Chess @ Zinc

PS 183 - UES

PS 34 - Greenpoint

FastTrackKids - Williamsburg

PS 40Q - Middle Village

Ages 4-14

Schedule: 8:45am to 5:15pm

Our dates vary for the camp locations so visit our website for dates and prices.

Call (866) 321-2437 or visit www.ChessNYC.com for more information and registration.

15th Annual Western Invitational Chess Camp – July 15-19, 2018: STRONGEST CHESS CAMP IN THE UNITED STATES, LOCATED IN TUCSON, ARIZONA.

Overview of Camp: This camp is the strongest and most intense chess camp in the United States. There are 5 solid days of chess instruction, with evening activities (mostly chess and some non-chess activities). Following camp is local tournament – Ye Olde Pueblo Open (Grand Prix tournament) – July 20-22, 2018 at same hotel as camp.

Ratings/Groups: Camp is divided into groups based on ratings. Top Group generally is 2100+. 2017 Camp: 20 players rated over 2000!! Minimum rating required is 1500 USCF (limited exceptions to rating requirement if approved by camp organizer).


Registration: Registration will be available at www.events4chess.com. More information on camp including PDF flyer see under registration tab at camp website below.

Meal Plan: A meal plan will be available at the hotel.

Hotel Room Sharing: Student sharing of hotel rooms may be available. Contact Camp Director for details.

Camp location: Tucson El Conquistador, 10000 N. Oracle Road, Tucson, AZ – 4 star resort.

Camp website: www.westernchesscamp.com

Facebook page: Like us at www.facebook.com/ westerninvitational

Contact: Robby Adamson, Camp Director; robbyadamson@msn.com; (520) 577-6799.

OleChess Camp 2018 - Our 14th Year With Five Sections Tailored to Adult & Youth Campers of All Ages

July 22 - 27 at St. Olaf College in Northfield, MN, 30 minutes south of Minneapolis/St. Paul

Preceded by a 1-day US Chess rated tournament July 21

Limited to the first 125 registrants!

OleChess is tailored to provide the best chess experience to each camper, from novice through master, youth through adult. Its instructors are recognized as some of the most experienced and finest instructors in the country, not just as strong chessplayers.

The camp provides five solid days of chess instruction, including two simul, and several evening chess and non-chess activities. Depending upon the student’s needs, the camp provides superb chess instruction along with fun events to keep the campers fresh, or alternatively additional mastery instruction for the campers looking for the most intense experience.

We can’t summarize all of our important features in this small space, but here are some of our key features – please visit our website at http://go.stolaf.edu/olechess to learn more about the camp.

Key Features:

• Camp sections tailored to adults and youth students

• Opening night simul with class instructor provides mutual introductions and insures students are in the “best-fit” class

• Daily “championship tournament” game followed by instructor analysis

• Three classes of chess instruction per day with breaks in addition to meal breaks

• Evening events include: sports, bowling, blitz chess, bookbouse, quick chess
• Evening chess lectures by Grandmasters for advanced students; topics at http://go.stolaf.edu/ olechess search on "Lecture"
• The Survivor Simul on Friday morning - which many have described as the unique and fun chess event at any camp
• Individual evaluations and feedback for students on Friday along with the closing ceremonies
• Highly experienced instructional staff considered not only top players, but among the top instructors in the country
• Experienced campers often refer to us as the "chessiest" of the national caliber camps
• St. Olaf campus, ranked among the most beautiful in the country, includes modern teaching facilities
• Stav Hall, ranked among the best campus food service in the country

The camp sections include:

• **Chess Exploration**, our core camp for campers of all ages.
• **Intensive Study-Adult Fundamentals** for the novice to mid-level adult (only)
• **Intensive Study-Youth** for the experienced Youth player rated 1500 or up to the highest levels
• **Intensive Study-Adult** for the experienced Adult (of any level) or very serious youth student rated 1700 and up
• **Intensive Study-Master Class** for the very serious student ranked 2000 and up
• **2018 Instructors include** GM Gregory Kaidanov, GM Alex Yermolinsky, GM Yury Shulman, GM Alex Goldin, GM Dmitry Gurevich, WGM Camilla Baginskaite, FM/FT Kevin Bachler. Additional staff will be added as needed.

For more information on OleChess or to register, see [http://go.stolaf.edu/olechess](http://go.stolaf.edu/olechess) or our Facebook page - search on "OleChess."

For questions contact Kevin_Bachler@cavemanchess.com or the St. Olaf Camps office at summer@stolaf.edu

*Final placement in any section or class is up to camp instructional staff. Campers are placed in classes based on many criteria, including strength, age, gender, general make-up of class, experience of instructor, experience of student(s) and other factors. The goal is to obtain the best fit to maximize the potential for learning.*

For info on chess camps in the U.S., check out [www.uschess.org](http://www.uschess.org).

Please send additions, changes, or corrections for this yearbook to akantor@uschess.org.